Since the detection of non-thermal radio emission from the bow shock of the massive runaway star BD +43
INTRODUCTION
Runaway massive stars are stars with high spatial velocities (V > 30 km s −1 ) that have been expelled from their formation sites (e.g., Hoogerwerf et al. 2000; Tetzlaff et al. 2011) . Massive stars have strong winds that interact with the interstellar medium (ISM) as the stars move supersonicaly through it. In this interaction a bow shock is formed, in some cases detectable in the infrared (IR) (e.g., van Buren & McCray 1988; Kobulnicky et al. 2010) . This last emission is reprocessed stellar light by the dust swept by the bow shock. There are of the order of ∼ 700 stellar bow shocks cataloged so far (Peri et al. 2012 (Peri et al. , 2015 Kobulnicky et al. 2016) .
The bow shock of the massive runaway star BD +43
• 3654 was detected at radio wavelengths, and the emission might be synchrotron radiation (Benaglia et al. 2010) . This suggests that a population of high-energy electrons is present in the source, interacting locally with the magnetic field. In the collision between the ISM and the stellar wind a system of two shocks is formed: a forward shock and a reverse shock. This last shock is adiabatic and fast, with velocities of the order of ∼ 10 3 km s −1 . Hence it is straight forward to think that this reverse shock might accelerate particles up to highenergies through diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) .
If the electrons that produce the radio non-thermal emission were accelerated in the reverse shock of BD arXiv:1807.05895v1 [astro-ph.HE] 16 Jul 2018
+43
• 3654 then they are expected to further interact with the ambient fields: the density and the photons producing high-energy emission via relativistic Bremsstrhalung and inverse Compton (IC) scattering. With this in mind a number of initial models predict non-thermal emission, mainly via IC scattering of IR photons, at X-rays and gamma rays (del Valle & Romero 2012 Pereira et al. 2016 ), see also del Palacio et al. (2018) for a multi-zone model. López-Santiago et al. (2012) claimed to find the first non-thermal X-ray emission from the bow shock of AE Aurigae, however later it was demonstrated that the emission is not positional coincident with that of AE Aurigae bow shock (Toalá et al. 2017) . Nolan et al. (2012) found an unidentified Fermi source locally coincident with the position of the bow shock of the massive star HD 195592, and del Valle et al. (2013) studied the possibility that this gamma emission was being produced in the bow shock. Although theoretically plausible, in the second Fermi catalog this source was reclassified as a pulsar (Abdo et al. 2013) .
Several searches for high-energy emission from bow shocks of massive runaway stars have followed. At X-rays using both XMM-Newton archived observations (Toalá et al. 2017 (Toalá et al. , 2016 and dedicated observations (De Becker et al. 2017) , where no non-thermal extended emission was found. De Becker et al. (2017) used the derived upper limits at X-rays and those available at radio wavelength to fit general physical parameters of the sources with a simple model for the non-thermal emission. They found reasonable fit values for 5 out of the 4 targets of the sample. Also, making energetic assumptions for all the bow shocks listed in the E-BOSS catalog, they concluded that a clear identification of non-thermal X-ray emission from massive runaway bow shocks requires one order of magnitude (or higher) sensitivity improvement with respect to present observatories.
At gamma-ray wavelengths Schulz et al. (2014) searched for emission in Fermi archive data of the 28 bow shocks listed in the E-BOSS catalog (Peri et al. 2012) . From the modeled sources only ζ Oph was detectable, however no emission locally coincident with this source was found in the data; from this it can be concluded that the model predictions were overestimated at least by a factor of ∼ 5. For the rest of the sources upper limits were derived in the energy range from 100 MeV to 300 GeV. A study of the same sources was made by the H.E.S.S. collaboration in the energy range between 0.14 and 18 TeV (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. 2017) . No associated emission was found but from the resulting upper limits a constraint on the very high energy emission was obtained: it should be less than 0.1 to 1% of the kinetic wind energy.
Recently, Sánchez-Ayaso et al. (2018) presented two runaway stars (Lambda Cephei and LS 2355) whose bow shocks are coincident with two unidentified Fermi gamma-ray sources from the third Fermi 3FGL catalog (Acero et al. 2015) . After cross-correlation between different catalogs at distinct wavelengths, the authors found that these bow shocks are the most peculiar objects in the Fermi position ellipses. Using a simple model for estimating the IC emission they fitted the Fermi data for both sources, obtaining reasonable values for the fitted parameters. This makes these systems promising candidates for gamma-ray bow shocks.
The growing observational base, the progressive interest of the gamma-ray and X-ray community on searching non-thermal emission from stellar sources, together with the new observational upper limits demand now more accurate models of non-thermal emission from runaway star bow shocks. Here we present such a model, aiming to establish new theoretical predictions on non-thermal emission from these sources and also to establish if these systems can be efficient non-thermal emitters. Detailed theoretical work will help to guide the search of these sources at radio and high energies.
In this work we implement a hydrodynamic code to simulate the interaction of the wind of high-mass runaway stars with the ambient medium; then we calculate the non-thermal emission associated with this interaction. Assuming that electrons and protons are accelerated via DSA in the reverse shock we solve the transport of particles and their emissions obtaining emission maps and spectral energy distributions (SEDs). Here we do not focus in any particular source, that would be addressed in future works.
In the next Section we give a general introduction to the model followed by a more detailed description of the hydrodynamics of the wind+ISM interaction and our implementation in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we present our model for solving the transport of energetic particles. In Sect. 5 the obtained results are shown and finally in Sect. 6 we present a discussion and give our conclusions in Sect. 7.
INTRODUCTION TO THE MODEL
As mentioned above, the bow shock of a massive runaway star is formed by the collision of the stellar powerful wind with the incoming ISM, in the star's reference frame. The wind and ISM pressure balance at the contact discontinuity. The characteristic scale of the system is usually taken as the standoff distance R 0 , given by the Figure 1 . Scheme of a runaway massive star bow shock. Five regions can be distinguished: free flowing stellar wind, the shocked wind, hot shocked ISM, cooled ISM, and the ISM itself. Due to thermal conduction two layers of shocked ISM are formed. A hot and low density layer adjacent to the contact discontinuity and an outer one formed of cooled shocked ambient medium (Comeron & Kaper 1998; Meyer et al. 2014 ).
balance of the wind and ambient medium ram pressures:
whereṀ w and V w are the wind mass loss rate and velocity, respectively; ρ ISM is the ISM density and v is the star's velocity. In the instantaneous cooling approximation R 0 would directly give the distance from the star to the apsis of the bow shock, however in a real system this distance might vary, due to thermal conduction and cooling, for example (e.g., Raga et al. 1997; Comeron & Kaper 1998; Meyer et al. 2014) .
In the literature a number of works exists on the collision of two fluids and specifically for modeling the bow shocks of massive runaways (e.g. Wilkin 1996; Canto et al. 1996; Raga et al. 1997; Comeron & Kaper 1998; Wilkin 2000; van Marle et al. 2011; Meyer et al. 2014 Meyer et al. , 2016 Meyer et al. , 2017 . A precise description of the phenomenology requires a dynamical treatment implementing numerical simulations. An appropriate treatment of the hydrodynamics of stellar winds should include both optically thin cooling and thermal conduction (e.g., Raga et al. 1997; Comeron & Kaper 1998) .
After the formation of the bow shock the system would reach globally a steady state. A general sketch of a bow shock is shown in Figure 1 . The system is very prone to suffer many instabilities: Rayleigh-Taylor between the dense cooled layer and the hotter less dense one, an instability arising in shocked layers bounded by thermal pressure on one side and ram pressure on the other (e.g., Ryu & Vishniac 1987; Mac Low & Norman 1993; Comeron & Kaper 1998) and Kelvin-Helmholtz due to the velocity shear between the material layers (e.g., Dgani et al. 1996) . A complete analysis of these instabilities is made in Comeron & Kaper (1998) .
In this work we use the PLUTO code (Mignone et al. 2007 ) to solve the 2D hydrodynamic equations following the set-up by Meyer et al. (2014) (see also, Meyer et al. 2016 Meyer et al. , 2017 . At this stage we do not consider the magnetic field in the simulations. As the system reaches a steady state we use that state as a scenario to solve in it the transport of energetic particles, assumed to be accelerated via DSA in the wind shock. We search for the reverse shock position and inject there relativistic electrons and protons; using our own code we solve the diffusion-advection equation for the particles in the 2D domain.
The energetic particles would interact with the magnetic field producing synchrotron emission (only for electrons, proton synchrotron is very inefficient in this case); with the density producing relativistic Bremsstrahlung and p − p inelastic collisions -for electrons and protons, respectively-; and with the radiation fields: the stellar photon field and the stellar-reprocessed dust emission. Only electrons interact efficiently with the radiation fields, via IC scattering.
Other works that solve the hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic equations together with the transport of high energy particles exist. For example, in de la Cita et al. (2016) they use a similar approach as the one we use, but here we do solve the spatial diffusion of the particles, which is key in the system we are studying. In Pakmor et al. (2016) they solve the hydrodynamics of galactic winds and cosmic-ray diffusion, but they consider this last component as a fluid, without solving the energy dependence of the particles, needed to compute the non-thermal emission; in contrast to this system, the pressure of the energetic particles is negligible in our case. Brose et al. (2016) make a self-consistent treatment of the plasma dynamics, acceleration and transport of cosmic rays in supernova remnants. However their 1D treatment is not appropriate in our problem.
In the following Sections we describe with more detail the hydrodynamic model and the modeling of the transport of relativistic particles.
HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING
As mentioned previously we use the PLUTO code to solve the 2D hydrodynamic equations following the setup by Meyer et al. (2014) . We consider a 2D cylindrical coordinate system with coordinates (r, z). The system of equations is the following:
Here v, ρ and p are the fluid velocity, its density and pressure, respectively; γ g = 5/3 is the ratio of specific heats for a monoatomic ideal gas, c s is the sound speed, Φ represents the radiative energy gains (heating) and losses (cooling) and F c is the heat flux due to thermal conduction. The total density is ρ = µnm H with n the total number density and µ = 0.61, mean molecular weight for a fully ionized medium 1 . The temperature T as a function of density and pressure is given by T = µ mH kB p ρ , with k B the Boltzmann constant.
The radiative term Φ can be written as
, where Γ α represents the heating and Λ the optically-thin cooling; n H is the hydrogen number density, we consider solar abundances. The cooling term includes the cooling of Hydrogen, Helium and metals (tabulated from Wiersma et al. 2009 ), hydrogen recombination and forbidden lines collisionally exited; the heating term is due to recombination of hydrogen ions. For further details the reader is referred to Meyer et al. (2014) and references therein.
The heat flux F c = −κ∇T is due to thermal conduction. The classical heat flux given by Spitzer's coefficient in a fully ionized plasma is κ = 5.6 × 10 −7 T 5/2 erg s −1 cm −1 .
Initial conditions
We are interested in massive runaway stars with powerful winds, so we consider a typical runaway of mass
We use a rectangular box of size [0, 24 pc] × [−18, 8 pc] and resolution (880 × 960). Initially the box is filled with ISM of density n ISM = 0.57 and T = 8000 K, and velocity v = −v k . The wind is constantly injected in a region R 2 = r 2 + z 2 < 1 pc centered at the origin. Its density is given by ρ w =Ṁ w /(4πv w R 2 ). We use a tracer (passive scalar) to color the wind material. After ∼ 16 t cross , with t cross = R/v , the expanding bubble turns into a steady bow shock (Meyer et al. 2014 ).
Boundary conditions
In the initial r boundary, because of the symmetry of the problem, we consider axisymmetric boundary conditions. For the end boundary of both r and z we use outflow conditions. Also, we do not allow inflow at the z-lower boundary. In the initial z boundary the condition that fresh ISM enters with v = −v k is imposed.
For solving the dynamic evolution we use a Runge Kutta algorithm of third order, with linear spatial reconstruction. These systems are highly prone to instabilities, hence fluxes are computed using a simple LaxFriedrichs scheme. This also avoids 2D-effects in the symmetry axis. The parabolic term (thermal conduction) is solved using the Super-Time-Stepping scheme implemented in the code.
Results
In Figure 2 we show the evolution of the density in the simulation domain from t = 0.3 to 1.5 Myr, when the large structure have already reached a steady state. Initially the material expands spherically, the shocked ISM starts to flow surrounding the expanding wind. A thin layer of cooled ISM material starts to form. The structure shows some fingers in the hot-cool shocked ISM interface, possibly due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability. At latter times some instabilities in the windshocked wind interface appear, possibly due to shear (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability), produced by the different velocities of the two layers (see also Fig.3 ). Comparing the bow shock shape from t = 0.9 Myr with that at t = 1.5 Myr we can see that there are few changes in the structure, only in the inner cooling layer due to instabilities; at t = 1.5 Myr the system have already reached a steady state.
In Figure 3 it is shown (upper plot) a map of the velocity at t = 1.5 Myr. The highest velocities, ∼ 10 3 km s
correspond to the wind, the shocked ISM flows with velocities of the order of hundreds kilometers-per-second or less. In the bottom plot in the same figure it is shown the temperature map, at the same snapshot. The highest temperature corresponds to the shocked wind, with T ∼ 7 × 10 7 K. Given the relation T = 2 × 10 −9 V 2 shock K for an adiabatic shock of velocity V shock , this implies a shock velocity V shock ∼ 2 × 10 3 km s −1 ∼ V w . Comparing the cooling time t cool = P (γg−1)Λ(T )n 2 H with the dynamical time of an specific layer t dyn = ∆z/v establishes the adiabatic/radiative nature of a shock. For the wind shock T ∼ 7 × 10 7 K, n ∼ 10 ∼ 10 −22 erg cm −3 s −1 that gives t cool = 2 × 10 2 Gyr >> t dyn = 0.2 kyr, with ∆z ∼ 0.1 pc. For the forward shock
t cool = 10 kyr, which dominates over the dynamical time that is, for ∆z = 0.6 pc, t dyn = 0.2 Myr. Hence the shock in the wind is adiabatic, and the shock in the ISM is radiative. Profiles of density and temperature for r = 0, z ≥ 0 are shown in Figure 4 , at t = 1.5 Myr. The density decreases radially as expected from ρ w ∝ R −2 , a density jump occurs at z ∼ 2.16 pc that coincides with a jump in the temperature: this is the wind or reverse shock. The contact discontinuity, marked in the figure with a solid vertical line, is located at z ∼ 2.3 pc, a bit further than the position predicted theoretically, i.e. z ∼ R 0 , an effect expected by thermal conduction (e.g., Comeron & Kaper 1998). The density increases slowly after the jump. This increase of mass in the intermediate density layer is caused by thermal conduction (van Buren & McCray 1988) . At z ∼ 4.9 pc another jump in density is encountered, again in company of a jump in temperature, this is the forward shock. The dense layer of the bow shock is in thermal equilibrium with the ISM.
It is worth mentioning that this profile differs from the more sharply structured typical reverse shock-contact discontinuity-forward shock profile in which the regions of different materials are well delimited. The presence of thermal conduction produces an intermediate density layer. The temperature of the shocked ambient gas is much lower than that of the shocked wind, this causes a flow of energy outwards; in turn a inward flow of matter from the dense layer into the shocked wind region occurs (Comeron & Kaper 1998) . Meyer et al. (2017) demonstrated that the presence of a ISM magnetic field does not change the global shape of the bow shock, but it modifies the thermal conduction and hence the hot bubble size. The magnetohydrodynamic treatment will be addressed in a future work. Analyzing deeply the hydrodynamic of the system is not the goal of this work, many previous works -mentioned in Sect.2-have done this extensively and the readers are referred to them for further inquiries in the subject.
TRANSPORT OF HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLES MODELING
We solve the transport of electrons and protons in the bow shock of the massive star described in the previous section, using the solution of the HD simulations at t = 1.5 Myr. We use the same cylindrical coordinate system (r, z). The diffusion-advection equation for relativistic protons and electrons that follows N (t, E, r) ≡ number of particles / unit energy × unit volume, is:
where the first term represents the diffusion in space with diffusion coefficient D(t, E, r), followed by the advection term with v(t, r) the fluid velocity; the third term corresponds to radiative losses where P (t, E, r) is the energy loss rate for a particle with energy E. injected particles / unit energy × unit volume × unit time.
We solve Eq. 3 in a 3D grid ≡ (E, r, z) using our own modular code (see, del Valle et al. 2015 . In what follows we describe each of the terms and the model details.
Injection
As argued above the particles are thought to be accelerated in the reverse shock. Here we do not simulate directly the acceleration of the relativistic particles, instead we assume that particles are accelerated at a rate t acc = ηr L /c (e.g., Gaisser 1990) . Here r L is the Larmor radius of a particle of energy E, i.e r L = E/e B and B is the magnetic field in the acceleration region. η is a phenomenological parameter related to the efficiency of the acceleration process, which can be approximated by η ∼ 20/3 (c/V shock ) 2 (Drury 1983) , for a non-relativistic diffusive shock acceleration, in a plane shock in the test particle approximation. We inject continuously a population of relativistic (E > mc 2 ) electrons and protons at the reverse shock position (r rs , z rs ) (see below). This shock is strong everywhere, however the density in the regions of positive z is greater than in the negative region (this is simply because these points are further away from the star) while the wind velocity remains constant. We expect more particles to be injected in the denser regions, hence the injection function scales as ∝ ρ(r, z). The particles have a power-law distribution in energy of index α = 2, as expected from a DSA mechanism. Then the injection function reads:
ρ 0 is a reference density value considered at the apsis of the wind shock; Q 0 is a normalization factor which depends on the power available in the system for particle acceleration. The source power for accelerating the particles is the kinetic power of the wind L w = 0.5Ṁ V 2 w . A fraction ξ of this kinetic power is transferred to the particles in the acceleration process. Then the power in relativistic particles is L rel = ξL w . We use a rather modest value of ξ = 0.05, for the system considered here L rel ∼ 4.4×10 34 erg s −1 . The proton-to-electron flux ratio a, for an acceleration process that leads to a powerlaw in momentum (the same for electrons and protons) is calculated in Pohl (1993) . In the later work the authors assumed that the same number rate of electrons and protons are accelerated from the same initial energy for both species. For a power-law index α = 2, a = (m p /m e ) (3−α)/2 . In the case α = 2, a depends very weakly on the particles maximum energies, and is of the order of ∼ 40. Starting from a ∼ 40, the value of a = 100 observed in cosmic rays can be easily explained from propagation effects. In this work we assume a = 40 and in Sect. 6 we discuss the implications of adopting others values for ξ and a.
For obtaining the position (r rs , z rs ) of the reverse shock we search for a jump in the temperature function T (r, z) (shown in the bottom plot of Figure 3 ), in the wind material.
Diffusion
Stellar winds are very turbulent systems, in particular the system we are studying in which the wind collides with the incoming ISM (see Sect. 3). In such scenario slow particle diffusion is expected, as in the case of the sun where a particle of E ∼ 100 MeV in the solar wind has a mean free path of λ ∼ 1 AU, that gives a diffusion coefficient D ≈ 10 23 erg s −1 . We assume the diffusion coefficient to depend only on the particles energy, i.e. D(t, E, r) ≡ D(E). Close to the shock the diffusion is in the Bohm regime, at certain scale a transition occurs between this slow Bohm diffusion to the fast diffusion estimated in the Galaxy (e.g., Telezhinsky et al. 2012) . The characteristic scale of the system we are studying here, given by Eq. 1, is of the order of parsecs, hence the more convenient assumption of a Galactic-like diffusion coefficient:
Here D 10 GeV is the value of the diffusion coefficient at E = 10 GeV and δ is a power-law index varying in the interval 0.3 and 0.6 depending on the power-law spectrum of the turbulence of the magnetic field. Typical values for the Galaxy are D 10 GeV = 10 28 cm 2 s −1 and δ = 0.5 (e.g., Berezinskii et al. 1990 ). As discussed above in this system values much lower than this are expected due to the presence of turbulence.
In this work we use δ = 0.5 and two values for D 10 GeV : 10 25 cm 2 s −1 for the slow case, and 10 27 cm 2 s −1 for a fast diffusion situation. We can estimate a characteristic timescale for diffusion t diff considering the typical spatial scale of the problem R 0 , also this is approximately the minimum distance between the injection position and the bow shock itself (the dense cooled ambient matter),
Then, t diff ∼ 1.5 and 150 kyr for fast and slow diffusion, respectively (see Figure 7 ).
Advection
The velocity field responsible for the advection of particles is shown in the upper plot of Figure 3 . As the system is in steady state, v does not depend on time. We can distinguish here between wind advection and ISM advection.
We can estimate a characteristic timescale t adv , as done above for the diffusion, for the wind:
The velocity is v ≤ 2 × 10 3 km s −1 , then t adv, w ≥ 1 kyr. The vertical advection produced by the ISM is relevant almost everywhere, for v = 40 km s −1 , then t adv, ISM ∼ 54 kyr. These time scales are plotted in Figure 7 . It is clear that advection dominates the transport in the case of slow diffusion. A particle injected at z ∼ −9 pc would reach the bottom boundary in ∼ 200 kyr. In that time, for the slow regime, a 10 GeV particle would radially diffuse approximately 2.7 pc before it reaches the bottom boundary, and a TeV particle 8.5 pc.
Towards the +z direction the situation is more complicated because the advection in the inner regions of the bow shock is not vertical. After being injected the particles are advected in the shocked wind, with v ∼ v w /4.0. The particles reach out a distance ≈ D/v = 0.08 -0.24 pc for E = 10 GeV -1 TeV, respectively. In the case of fast diffusion these distances are two orders of magnitude higher.
Non-thermal losses
The third term in Eq. (3) accounts for the relevant non-thermal losses that particles suffer after their injection in the system. For electrons the non-thermal processes considered are: relativistic Bremssthalung, synchrotron, and IC scattering with the stellar and reprocessed stellar photons (dust emission). For protons the only energy losses considered are due to p − p inelastic collisions. All the target fields: magnetic field, density and radiation fields are inhomogeneous. The density field is directly taken from the simulations, below we describe how we construct the rest of the fields.
Magnetic field
We reconstruct the magnetic field from the stars's magnetic field B , the ISM magnetic field B ISM and density compression. We assumed no preferred direction for the field, which is assumed to be randomly distributed in all the domain. We consider four regions: the stellar wind region, the shocked wind, the shocked ISM and the ISM itself. For the wind region we use the approach made in Voelk & Forman (1982) , assuming flux conservation they obtained a field which decreases ∝ R −1 = √ r 2 + z 2 :
V rot is the rotational velocity (we use a typical value of 100 km s −1 ). In the reverse shock the magnetic field is allowed to compress by a similar factor as the density. Beyond the discontinuity 2 between the wind and ambient material at the coordinates (r dis , z dis ) the magnetic field is assumed to be that of the ISM rescaled with the density field at each point.
Hence, B(r, z) reads:
Where F 1, 2 = 2(K 2 1, 2 − 1)/3 + 1, with K 1 = ρ(r rs , z rs )/ρ(r, z), and K 2 = ρ(r ISM , z ISM )/ρ(r, z). The factors F 1, 2 account for the shock compression effect in the random field; for a strong shock K = 4 and F = √ 11. Here we use B ∼ 100 G (Walder et al. 2012 ), however we consider a greater value in Sect. 5. For the ambient medium we use B ISM ∼ 5 µG. The Figure 5 shows the map of the magnetic field in the computational domain; superimposed in white is plotted the position of the reverse shock: the injection position and in grey the material discontinuity between the shocked wind/ISM.
Target radiation fields
As stated before the target radiation fields are those from the star and from the bow shock itself. The stellar photon field is assumed to be that of a black body at T eff , decaying as R −2 away from the star. For the IC emission calculations we assume the field to be monoenergetic, with E ph = k B T eff .
Computing the radiation field for the reprocessed emission is more complicated because it requires adopt-2 The position of this discontinuity is computed using the tracer values at t = 1.5 Myr. ing a dust model. The emission of the bow shock, mainly at IR, is produced by dust heated by starlight 3 . Here we adopt a thermal approximation for the dust emission, with grains in thermal equilibrium. This treatment is appropriate given that the observed fluxes of the bow shocks are in the mid (MIR) to far IR (FIR).
In order to calculate the equilibrium temperature T gr of the dust grains we equate the absorbed energy with the emitted one. In equilibrium the absorbed energy by the dust should be the same energy it radiates (Lequeux 2005; Draine 2011 ):
(10) Here we use a spherical dust grain of radius a. The lefthand-side is the frequency integration of the incident flux from the star, that scales with distance as R −2 , multiplied by the absorption efficiency and the grain cross-section. The right-hand-side is the integration over frequency of the surface of the grain times the emitted spectrum. The dust emissivity is a modified black body at T = T gr , this is B ν (T gr ) multiplied by an emissivity function Q em (ν). The emissivity function is a power law in frequency, we use a standard model with Q em ∝ ν 2 . For estimating the temperature above we use the so-called Plank-averaged absorption in the ultraviolet (UV) Q abs and emission efficiencies Q em in the IR (Draine 2011) . In the UV the absorption efficiency can be approximated by unity, this is valid as long as the grain sizes are of the order of the UV photons wavelengths 4 (i.e., 0.01 ≤ λ ≤ 0.4 µm). The grain temperature depends on the position, and is given by:
We assume no dust in the stellar wind region. Dust grains exhibit a distribution of sizes, believed to be a power law in a. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that all grains have the same radius. The dust temperature is of the order of T gr ∼ 100 K, which is consistent with bow shocks being detected in the IR at λ ∼ 22 µm (e.g., Peri et al. 2012) , because the maximum of the dust radiation occurs at λ max ∼ 2 × 10 3 /T gr µm. The emissivity depends on the amount of dust, i.e. it scales with density, and temperature at each point. The energy loss by IR emission for one dust grain, i.e. the power emitted, is given by: P gr = 4π Q em Tgr σT 4 gr (Draine 2011) . Then for a number of grains per unit volume n gr , the total power per unit volume is P = n gr P gr . For computing n gr we assume a typical gas-todust density ratio of 100 and we estimate the mass of each dust grain as m gr = 4πa 3 ρ gr , with ρ gr ∼ 2 gr cm −3 (Draine & Li 2007) . The resulting expression is (all units are in cgs):
(12) Here χ is a factor such that the luminosity from dust in the region does not exceed the star luminosity, i.e. 4πσT 4 R 2 . For obtaining the energy density of the photon field in each point we compute U ph (r, z) = P/(4π c d
2 ) dV , with d ≡ d(x, y, z) the distance of each point to the emitting source and P is given by expression 12. The energy density maps of the target IR photon field is shown in Figure 6 for grain size a µm = 0.01. Even though P does not depend explicitly on the size of the grain it depends strongly on the dust temperature. In a real source the grains responsible for the IR radiation have a size distribution, however the grain size distribution is a power law with index smaller than −3, then it is more probable to encounter smaller dust grains. Note that the grains responsible for the stellar photons absorption 4 This is the case for the relative large dust grains responsible for the IR radiation detected in massive runaway stars bow shocks. can not be smaller than a µm = 0.01. The IR photon field in the IC calculations is also assumed as monoenergetic, with E ph = k B T gr , where T gr is the mean grain temperature in the computational region.
Maximum particle energies
The maximum energy that particles achieve in a DSA process depends on many factors. Its estimation is not straight forward given that the mechanism is non-linear. However we can make an order of magnitude estimation by comparing the gain rate per energy with the losses in the acceleration region (only in the case of electrons, in the case of protons their energy losses are not limiting their acceleration) or by the limit imposed by the size of the acceleration region (a constraint valid for both electrons and protons).
For estimating E max from the losses we equate t acc = min(t synchr (r rs , z rs ); t IC (r rs , z rs )). Given the physical size of the system (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 ) the acceleration process then should proceed in a region of size the order of l ∼ 1 pc. Imposing the condition that the precursor size should be smaller than 1 pc and assuming Bohm diffusion for the acceleration, we obtain the maximum energy, i.e. E < 3 e B| shock V shock l/c, we use 10% of this value. Both methods for obtaining the maximum energy are sensitive to the magnetic field and the shock velocity.
For the system analyzed here the size of the acceleration region constrains the maximum energies, giving E max ∼ 1.3 TeV for electrons and protons, with B| shock ∼ 0.7 µ G. Note that these values are different when other values for the magnetic field are considered (see Sect.5.2).
Time scales
The time scales discussed so far are plotted in Figure 7 , as a function of the electron energy. The synchrotron losses are shown for two values of the magnetic-field strength, B| shock = 0.7 and B| shock = 7 µG, with the subindexes 1 and 2, respectively (see Sect. 5.2). This corresponds to two stellar magnetic field values B = 10 2 and 10 3 G. The acceleration time is also plotted for the two B| shock values. The IC losses 5 due to dust photon scattering are plotted for a representative constant value of U of 10 −11 erg cm −3 (see Fig. 6 ). The time scales for the transport processes are also presented in Figure 7 . For the diffusion we plot the time scale for the two cases studied here: fast and slow. We show the cases of advection produced by the wind and by the ISM. The dashed vertical lines indicate the maximum energy arising from the constraint imposed by the size of the system, for the two values of B| shock considered (see Sect. 4.5) .
From the Figure we can conclude that transport effects are of great significance and dominate over the losses, at least at the injection position. Fast diffusion dominates the transport for energies greater than 50 GeV. In the case of slow diffusion it dominates the transport over the ISM advection for energies greater than 0.2 TeV and the wind advection for very high energies (i.e. E > 265 TeV).
Calculation details
Equation (3) is solved using a discrete grid (E, r, z) ∈ [1 keV, 10 TeV] × [0, 24 pc] × [−12, 10 pc], using the finite-volumes method.
The energy grid is logarithmically spaced and the spatial grid is uniform. The used grid resolution for (E, r, z) is (L, M, K) = (128, 128, 128), respectively.
Particles are injected through all the integration time.
The resulting N (t, E, r, z) for electrons and protons are interpolated into a 3D spatial grid. We calculate the non-thermal radiation produced by the particles as they diffuse through the domain. The integration proceeds until there are no significant changes in the radiation outcome.
Initially we assume N (0, E, r, z) ≡ 0, i.e. no particles inside the domain. The energy boundary conditions are N (t, E > E max , r, z) = 0 and N (t, E < E min , r, z) = 0This does not influence the system evolution, because the upper limit is above the maximum energy of the in- jected particles, and the advection in the energy space is always directed to smaller energies. The outer boundary condition for r and the inner and outer boundary conditions for z are assumed as outflow; also no inflow is allowed at the inner z boundary. We adopted axial symmetry at the r inner boundary.
The numerical integration is performed through the operator splitting method. Each time-step integration computes the evolution of the particle density distribution on the grid through four sub-steps: first the losses are integrated, then the spatial advection followed by spatial diffusion and finally the source term is added. The time-steps were chosen in accordance with the CFL stability criterion. Further description of the code is made in del Valle et al. (2015 .
RESULTS
In the Figure 8 it is shown a map of the distribution of electrons for E = 10 GeV, for different evolution times. The 2D maps are constructed integrating the 3D data along an arbitrary line of sight, chosen here to be on the y-direction. This plot corresponds to the slow diffusion case D 10 GeV = 10 25 cm 2 s −1 . The integration time or injection time t inj is taken as 230 kyr. This time is enough for a particle injected at z ∼ -9 pc to cross the bottom boundary. From the maps it can be seen that particles are injected in the reverse shock position, and then advected and diffused in the plane. The maximum number of electrons is always near the injection region and when t = 230 kyr all the domain is reached by particles. Only a few particles, the most energetic ones, reach the wind region, and most of them are advected away by the wind. There are some bright spots in which particles are accumulated, because the velocity is very low in these regions and diffusion is slow (see Fig. 3 ). In the Figure 9 upper plot we show the IC map for E = 10 GeV at the final time t = 230 kyr. The maximum emission occurs in the vicinity of the reverse shock. It becomes stronger in the region above the injection position as the electrons reach by diffusion the regions of highest U ph (see Fig. 6 ), slightly tracing the bow shock structure. This last effect is stronger for the synchrotronemission whose map at E ≡ 1.4 GHz is shown in the bottom plot of Figure 9 . The behavior exhibited by this emission is similar: the maximum here occurs in the shocked wind region and then in the shocked ISM.
The volume integration of the non-thermal luminosity -the SED-for the slow diffusion case is shown in Figure 10 . Only the dominant processes are shown: IC scattering and synchrotron. The luminosity grows with time, as indicated with the black arrow in the plot. However after some time the emission stop growing. This is because a steady state is reached between the injection, advection, losses and diffusion of particles in the domain. This can be appreciated in the pileup of the curves in the SED as time passes. The two IC components, from the star and from the dust emission, can be distinguished in the curves. For illustration we have plotted the contribution from the stellar photons in grey. As can be seen in Fig. 10 this component is rather weak.
The emission from interactions with matter (relativistic Bremsstrahlung and p − p inelastic collisions) is very low when compared with IC, with maximum luminosities ∼ 10 30 erg s −1 ; hence the hadronic contribution to the emission is unimportant and the relativistic protons diffuse out of the system almost without energy loss as predicted previously (del Valle et al. 2015) . We are not discussing these emission components any further.
The spectrum of the resulting SED depends, among other factors, on the shape of the injected particles. A change on the spectral index will alter the photon distribution. In a DSA process at a non-relativistic shock we expect α ∼ 2, but the spectral index can deviate from that value (see e.g., Longair 2011). In the case of an injection α = 1.8 the emission through all the spectrum diminishes a factor ∼ 2.2 due to a change in the particles normalization (a ∼ 90, see Sect. 4.1). Also, the distribution of radiation in the SED changes and more emission is produced at the highest energies; on the contrary the radiation diminishes at radio and X-rays. At the highest energies the shape of the SED is modified by diffusion, and its shape is influenced by the dependence of the diffusion coefficient with energy.
The gamma emission coming from z > 0(the apsis of the bowshock) dominates the radiation output. For example, for E = 100 GeV the IC intensity at z = 8 pc is twice that at z = 26 pc , meaning that the radiation density is higher in this region, and the bulk of the emission is coming from here. This is because the IR target radiation field is strong and the injection is higher in this region.
Dependence on diffusion
We consider slow (D 10 GeV = 10 25 cm 2 s −1 ) and fast (D 10 GeV = 10 27 cm 2 s −1 ) diffusion to study how these different regimes affect the non-thermal luminosity. In the plots of Figure 11 we show the dominant non-thermal components at t = 23 kyr (up) and at t = 230 kyr (bottom). Initially the differences between the cases are not so important, but in the IC star component, which is stronger in the case of slow diffusion, the particles stay for a longer time in the vicinity of the injection region where the stellar radiation field is stronger. The fast diffusion slightly dominates the synchrotron component for E < 1 eV; this is because the high-energy particles reach regions of stronger magnetic field (see Fig. 5 ). At the final integration time the fast diffusion dominates the SED, except for the IC star component; this is because particles in the slow diffusion are dragged by advection and very few reach the regions of highest magnetic and IR photon field; as discussed in Sect. 4.3, in the slow diffusion case due to advection a typical particle will not reach the denser bow shock.
Dependence on magnetic field
Here we assume a greater value for the stellar magnetic field, with B = 1 kG. This might affect the magnetic field in the wind region and it might change the hydrodynamics of the system changing, among other things, the reverse shock position. If the magnetic pressure is of the same order or higher than the wind ram pressure, the pressure balance (see Sect. 2) between the wind and the ISM occurs at greater distances from the star.
The relevance of the effects of the magnetic field on the hydrodynamics can be estimated by comparing the ram pressure ρ w V 2 w with the magnetic pressure of the wind B 2 wind /8π. The wind ram pressure is given by:
the last factor of Eq.(8) tends to 1 very fast for R > 20 R , then the magnetic pressure is: Then the pressures ratio P r ,w /P B ,w ∼ 7 for this case, and the magnetic field in the wind is not expected to affect dramatically the hydrodynamics, and can be ignored at least at first order.
The magnetic field at the reverse shock B| shock grows by one order of magnitude, hence t acc increases and electrons reach a higher maximum energy in the acceleration process (see Sect. 4). In this case we obtain E e max , E p max ∼ 13.8 TeV.
No great differences in the IC radiation occur, but the ones expected from the change in E e max , that is 10 times higher than in the reference case. The gamma spectrum is shifted towards higher energies, increasing the total Spectral energy distribution, at different integration times, for different diffusion regimes: slow (D10 GeV = 10 25 cm 2 s −1 ) and fast (D10 GeV = 10 27 cm 2 s −1 ).
emission output (see Sect. 6). Naturally the synchrotron emission is much higher; it dominates the SED in Xrays until E ∼ 6.3 keV; with L syn ∼ 8 × 10 29 erg s −1 at E ∼ 1 keV and L syn ∼ 2 × 10 27 erg s −1 at E ∼ 6.3 keV.
Dependence on the stellar velocity
The bow shock size and shape of the same type of star changes with v (see e.g., Meyer et al. 2014) . In order to study the impact of this in the non-thermal emission we consider here the same massive star described in Sect. 3, but with a higher velocity: v = 70 km s −1 . For this system the global steady state is reached at ∼ 4 Myr. For numerical stability here we use an Harten-Lax-van Leer solver. As can be deduced from the expression of R 0 , see Eq. 1, the whole bow shock structure is smaller.
The injection region is closer to the star, hence the magnetic field near the injection region has greater values. The maximum energy particles might achieve is slightly higher than the previous case, with E e max ∼ 2 TeV. We compute the SED for slow diffusion. The synchrotron emission reaches higher energies than in the reference case, as a combination of a greater magnetic field near the injection region and a slightly higher electron maximum energy. Both the synchrotron and IC emission are higher in this case, by a maximum factor of 4 at same energies. This is because the maximum values of the target fields are closer to the injection region, hence particles lose energy more efficiently (see further discussion in Sect. 6).
Synchrotron emission from the tail
The bow shock tail can extend for several parsecs towards the −z direction. The escaping electrons would produce further synchrotron emission when interacting with the magnetic field of the shocked material in the bow shock tail. In order to evaluate how important is the emission produced further down stream we compute the emission coming from the bottom region, −18 < z < −17 pc, as an upper limit (further down the number of particles would be more diluted due to diffusion, and the emission per pc would be lower).
The luminosity in this bottom region is a fraction 3 × 10 −2 of the total one for both fast and slow diffusion; in particular at 1.4 GHz, the frequency of large-area radio surveys such as FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) and NVSS (Condon et al. 1998 ), the luminosity is some factor of 10 27 erg s −1 for the first case, and 10 26 erg s −1 for the other. For the fast case this value is of the order of the radio detection limits of 1 − 2.5 mJy that is, for a source located at 1 kpc, 1 − 2.5 × 10 27 erg s −1 . For the case of fast diffusion the synchrotron emission from the tail might be important and detectable for sources at these distances or less; however it would not be higher than the emission coming from the bow shock region. A proper calculation of this contribution is beyond the scopes of this work and would be studied elsewhere.
DISCUSSION
The gamma-ray photons produced in the system can be absorbed by lower energy photons through photonphoton annihilation. The low-energy photon field can be in the source itself or in the propagation path of the gamma ray on its way to the observer. For a Galactic source this last component is negligible, and we focus on photon fields within the bow shock. For the process to occur the energies of the involved photons must fulfil 6 :
where E γ is the energy of the gamma ray and the energy of the target photon. For E γ = 100 GeV, using ∼ 3/2k B T , T > 40475 K. This means that the stellar photon field can absorb gamma rays above 100 GeV. This is not surprising, a massive star photon field is known to be a significant source of gamma-ray annihilation, for example in a high-mass microquasar (e.g., Romero et al. 2010) or colliding-wind binaries (e.g., Bednarek & Pabich 2011) . The total absorption depends strongly on the geometry and on the relative positions of the gamma ray, the stellar photon field and the observer. However we can make order of magnitude estimates. The optical depth for a gamma ray traversing a Figure 12 . Evolution of the ratio of the total power produced by IC scattering (up) and synchrotron radiation (middle) to the wind's power Lw.The bottom plot shows the evolution of the IC-synchrotron power ratio.
Here n is the number of photons per unit volume, that decreases quadratically with distance. The gamma-gamma cross-section maximum is ∼ σ T /5, with σ T the Thomson cross-section, and it occurs close to the threshold energy. We can estimate the maximum d such that τ γ−γ 1:
The last condition gives d 10 −4 light-years (≡ 68 R ). Comparing this distance with the typical scale of the system we get d/R 0 ∼ 10 −5 . Even in the least favourable case the region in which the gamma-gamma absorption is important is extremely small compared to the size of the bow shock. Then, given the large extension of the gamma-ray source the absorption produced by the stellar photon field is negligible.
The interaction of the stellar wind with the ISM deposits a fraction of the wind power into the ambient medium in different forms of energy. It is interesting to see then how much of the wind's power is converted into non-thermal emission as high-energy emission through IC scattering and low-energy radiation via synchrotron. This fraction as a function of the computational time is presented in Figure 12 (this depends on the assumptions made in L rel , see Sect. 4.1). In this figure it is shown the ratio of the IC emission between 1 keV and E e max (upper plot) to the wind's power χ IC , for the models we consider in this work; we also show a case without diffusion or advection just for comparison. The most efficient case is that with no transport of particles, with χ IC ∼ 10 −4 (blue line) at the final time, this is expected because particles stay in the box only losing energy by radiative losses. Follows by the case of the star with a higher spatial velocity with a power ratio of 7.4×10
−5 (grey line). Next comes the case with B = 1 kG (orange line) with 5.8×10
−5 , the case of fast diffusion (green line) lies slightly below. Finally the slow diffusion case (red line) that gives χ IC ∼ 4×10 −5 , only 3 times less than the best case. We can see that propagation effects are important. Initially all the cases show differences in χ IC , but as time evolves all cases reach values ∼ 5×10 −5 . In the middle plot of Figure 12 it is shown the ratio of the synchrotron radiation integrated between 10 −6 eV and 10 5 eV to the wind's power: χ S . The most efficient cases do not coincide with those of the IC discussed above. The synchrotron emission is very sensitive to the magnetic field value and in this highly spatially changing environment the propagations effects are really important. This can be noticed when analyzing the case of no diffusion and no advection, the efficiency is the lowest with a ratio to the wind's power of 9×10 −6 . Small differences are exhibited at the final times in the case of slow and fast diffusion, with 2×10 −5 for the slow and 4×10
−5
for the fast case: once the particles reach by diffusion the regions of higher magnetic field they radiate more effectively. When the particles are injected in a region where the magnetic field is higher the particles radiate more power, as in the case of a smaller bow shock (grey curve), which χ S is 2.5×10 −5 . The extreme case with a higher stellar magnetic field is very efficient, with χ S ∼ 10 −4 . Again for the final time there are no big differences in the energy injected as synchrotron radiation, that is χ S ∼ 3×10 −5 . From the value of χ IC we can also estimate what fraction of the injected power is radiated in the IC process: L IC /L rel ∼ χ IC /ξ ∼ 8 × 10 −4 − 2 × 10 −3 . For the synchrotron we get a slightly smaller number (see next paragraph). We can see that electron radiation is not efficient and the electrons are transported out of the system by diffusion and advection before they can lose a significant fraction of their power, in accordance with the time-scale estimations presented in Figure 7 .
We analyze also the evolution of the power ratio between the two dominant radiation mechanisms. This ratio is shown in the bottom plot of Figure 12 for all the configurations studied here. The synchrotron power only dominates in the case of a higher stellar magnetic field by almost one order of magnitude. In general the ratio between the emitted powers is of order unity, dominated by IC, with the exception of the case with no transport effects. In this case the IC power is one order of magnitude greater than the synchrotron power. Again consistent with the time scales shown in Fig. 7 .
From the above analysis we can infer very generally the following: 
We explicitly show the dependence with the shock efficiency ξ and proton-to-electron power ratio a.In the case of IC the maximum power is around ∼ 100 GeV with a luminosity of approximately 10% of the above value. These are modest values for a gamma-ray source. For the synchrotron, the maximum luminosity lies around ∼ 1 eV, ignoring the extreme case with B = 1 kG.The value of a changes in two cases. If the injection index changes (this was discussed previously): in the case of a softer index (α > 2) a decreases and it increases for harder indexes (α < 2). The other case is if the condition for equal injected number rate for both species is relaxed, smaller values can occur if more electrons are injected. The shock efficiency ξ adopted here is modest, it can be higher, between 10 to 20%, as obtained in numerical simulations (Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014) or observations of the earth's bow shock (Ellison et al. 1990 Schulz et al. (2014) , although they are for specific sources, for those investigated in De Becker et al. (2017) with distances ranging between 200 and 2000 pc, these upper limits range between 10 33 to 10 35 erg s −1 in the 4 energy bands. Not even our most favorable model at gamma rays reach these upper limits; however for the case of a more powerful wind it might reach these levels (see Eq.17). In general, the distances of the bow shocks cataloged in the E-BOSS (Peri et al. 2012 ) also ranged between ∼ 200 and 2000 pc; the theoretical 5−σ sensitivity of Fermi in the energy range between 1 and 10 GeV is ∼ 10 −11 erg s −1 cm −2 (it can be smaller for sources above the plane). For sources at 200 and 2000 pc the threshold luminosity is ∼ 5 × 10 31 and 5 × 10 33 erg s −1 , respectively. These values are not unrealistic for our model. However a note of caution is in order: the power in relativistic electrons might be supper estimated, as can be learned from the radio upper limits as discussed below.
The 3 − σ radio upper limits in the case of the sources from the study of De Becker et al. (2017) are more restrictive than those at gamma rays. These upper limits are obtained from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS), a 1.4 GHz (∼ 5.8 × 10 −6 eV) continuum survey. These values range between 10 27 to 10 28 erg s −1 . If these limits are applied to a system like the one we are studying here, then the synchrotron power we obtain with our models is roughly over these limits . This means that in the presence of a relatively high magnetic field the power in electrons assumed here could be overestimated by at least the same factor. If this is the case, then the IC luminosity is lower than the one predicted in our models. Another possibility is that the magnetic field is over estimated.
Very low values of the magnetic field are not good either for producing higher values of gamma emission. Particles need magnetic field to be efficiently accelerated in the reverse shock to high energies. A weak magnetic field would not produce electrons energetic enough to produce gamma rays (see Sect. 4.1). An electron to emit synchrotron radiation at a frequency ν needs an energy E = 7.9 (ν/[GHz]) 1/2 (B/[µG]) −1/2 GeV (e.g., Pacholczyk 1970), for ν = 1.4 GHz in the ISM magnetic field E ∼ 4 GeV. Hence a strong radio signal at these fre-quencies does not necessarily imply the presence of relativistic electrons capable of producing gamma radiation at energies higher than 10 GeV. Another possibility that might decrease the synchrotron at 1.4 GHz without assuming a smaller power in relativistic particles is that the injected electrons have a steeper power-law index, i.e. |α| < 2, as we learn from the previous Section. With a steep injection the emission at long wavelength decreases. A smaller value of |α| then would give a steeper photon distribution, decreasing the emission in the energy region of interest. However this effect is not expected to produce dramatic changes. It is worth mentioning that given the sensitivity of present observatories the lack of detection does not constitute a strong evidence for a lack of efficient particle acceleration in these sources.
The above analysis is made extrapolating the upper limits from a sample of 5 sources to all sources, and this might not be the general case. In particular it does not apply to the case of BD +43
• 3654, that was in fact detected at radio. In this system the emission detected at 1.42 and 4.86 GHz is of the order of ∼ 10 30 erg s −1 . Such a high luminosity is not even achieved for a higher value of the magnetic field strength (e.g. our B = 1 kG model) .
The upper limits at X-rays between 0.3 and 10 keV from previous works are between 10 30 and 10 31 erg s −1 ; in the cases studied here, except the case with B = 1 kG, the luminosity between 1 and 10 keV lies below these values. For these cases the analysis made in De Becker et al. (2017) still holds, this is: current detectors are not able to differentiate between the non-thermal emission, if any, and the stellar thermal one. The case of a high stellar magnetic field the emission should be detectable at X-rays with present observatories. A lack of detection might indicate that such a large value for B is not reached in these objects or that the magnetic field in the wind is overestimated.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we study a very general case of a massive runaway star bow shock, assuming typical values for describing the system and ordinary assumptions. The strongest assumption that is made in our modeling is the acceleration of electrons through DSA in the wind shock. The only indirect evidence that supports this assumption is the observation of synchrotron emission from the bow shock of BD +43
• 3654. This hypothesis will be carefully analyzed in a future work.
In what follows we summarize the main conclusions of this study:
• According to our model the non-thermal emission produced in the bow shock of a massive runaway star is mainly made of synchrotron radiation and IC emission at gamma rays, as predicted by previous works.
• In the general case the luminosity predicted here at X-rays lies below the existing X-ray upper limits.
In the case of a strong stellar magnetic field the synchrotron radiation is the dominant process at soft X-rays.
• A fraction between 4 × 10 −5 and 10 −4 of the wind power is converted into IC radiation; with a maximum around E = 100 GeV.
• A fraction between 9 × 10 −6 and 10 −4 of the wind power is converted into synchrotron emission; with a maximum around E = 1 eV.
• Transport effects, advection and diffusion, dominate over radiation losses . Only ∼ 0.16 − 0.4% of the injected power in electrons is radiated, the bulk of the particles leaves the system and radiates elsewhere.
• Synchrotron emission from the bow shock tail, produced by dragged electrons, might be important, especially in the fast diffusion regime.
• The bulk IC radiation is coming from the cup region of the bow shock.
• The hadronic component in the SED is completely negligible; protons diffuse and advect into the ISM almost without loosing energy.
• Given the better sensibility of current instruments at radio wavelengths theses systems are more prone to be detected at radio through the synchrotron emission they produce rather than at gamma energies.
• The lack of detection at radio of specific sources put stringent constraints in the emission expected at gamma rays.
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